“Circular three men’s morris”
Invented by archaeologists
A game for two players
Equipment: 3 counters (black and white) for each player, 1 game board.
The game board consists of a circle, crossed by 4 intersecting lines (making up a kind of wheel
pattern). This gives nine points to place the counters upon.

Game Setup
On the screen, you can see the board from above. At the left, the three white counters are ready for
you. The black counters on the right are for your opponent or the computer.
Objective of the game
The objective is to be the first player to get 3 counters in a row that includes the central point.
Game play
1. Players take turns placing one of their counters on an empty point (= the cross sections of the
lines) on the board.
2. Once all six counters are placed on the board, players take turns sliding one of their counters
along any line to a neighbouring point. Players must move a counter on their turn.
3. Counters cannot pass a point on the way to another point. Counters cannot jump over another
counter, and two counters cannot be on the same point.
End of the game
Players continue taking turns until one player gets three counters in a straight line (across the centre
point). This player is the winner.

Our proposals for the rules
The rule set is the one proposed by Carl Blümlein in 1918, hitherto generally accepted. However,
the existence of a circular “three men’s morris” game is nowhere attested, only the “wheel patterns”
are to be found plentiful scratched into the marble floors of ancient Roman towns.
You will find that it is easy to block the adversary on the circle and force him to leave the centre
point. In fact, the player who occupies the centre point has a disadvantage. However, if both players
avoid this situation, the game does not work and therefore, it is unlikely that circular “three men’s
morris” ever existed.
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